We are looking for computer science students for an interdisciplinary project (IDP) at the TUM (Project Studies) in cooperation with the Chair for Strategy and Organization (Prof. Dr. Isabell M. Welpe).

What you will do
- As a team of computer scientist students, you will have the opportunity to gain experience in the full stack development of a mock-up of a digital platform for a FinTech startup focusing on the topic of firm succession.
- The closed digital platform mock-up should cover at least the following aspects: user profiles, social media tools (direct messages, posts).
- You will work closely together with the founding team of Weitergründer (weitergruender.de).

What we are looking for
- Strong coding skills (e.g. Java, HTML/CSS).
- Experience with front and backend development.
- Independent, reliable and conscientious work ethic.
- Willingness to work in a start-up environment.
- Willingness to work and communicate remotely.

Help us in designing and building the next DIGITAL FINTECH PLATFORM.

Interested?
Please send your application documents (short motivation statement & CV) with your desired starting date to Nicholas Folger (nicholas.folger@tum.de).

weitergruender.de